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INTERFEROMETRY METHOD AND SYSTEM
INCLUDING SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATEDAPPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to Provisional Patent Application No. 60/726,005,

entitled "INTERFEROMETRY METHOD AND SYSTEM INCLUDING SPECTRAL

DECOMPOSITION," filed on October 11, 2005, the entire contents of which is incorporated

herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

Interferometric techniques are commonly used to measure the profile of a surface of

an object. To do so, an interferometer combines a measurement wavefront reflected from the

surface of interest with a reference wavefront reflected from a reference surface to produce

an interferogram. Fringes in the interferogram are indicative of spatial variations between

the surface of interest and the reference surface.

A scanning interferometer scans the optical path length difference (OPD) between the

reference and measurement legs of the interferometer over a range comparable to, or larger

than, the coherence length of the interfering wavefronts, to produce a scanning interferometry

signal for each camera pixel used to measure the interferogram. A limited (or "low")

coherence length can be produced, for example, by using a broadband light source (e.g., a

white light source), which is referred to as scanning white light interferometry (SWLI). A

typical SWLI signal is a few fringes localized near the zero optical path length difference

(OPD) position. The signal is typically characterized by a sinusoidal carrier modulation (the

"fringes") with bell-shaped fringe-contrast envelope. The conventional idea underlying

SWLI metrology is to make use of the localization of the fringes to measure surface profiles.

Low-coherence interferometry signals can also be produced with narrow band light that

illuminates an object over a wide range of angles, such as, for example, in imaging

interferometers that have a high numerical aperture.

Techniques for processing low-coherence interferometry signals include two principle

trends. The first approach is to locate the peak or center of the envelope, assuming that this

position corresponds to the zero optical path length difference (OPD) of a two-beam

interferometer for which one beam reflects from the measurement surface. The second
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approach is to transform the signal into the frequency domain and calculate the rate of

change of phase with wavelength, assuming that an essentially linear slope is directly

proportional to object position. See, for example, U.S. Patent No. 5,398,1 13 to Peter de

Groot, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. This latter approach

is referred to as Frequency Domain Analysis (FDA).

Unfortunately such assumptions may break down when applied to a measurement

object having a thin film because of reflections by the top surface and the underlying

film/substrate interface. Recently a method was disclosed in U.S. Patent 6,545,763 to S.W.

Kim and G.H. Kim to address such structures. The method fit the frequency domain phase

profile of a SWLI signal for the thin film structure to an estimated frequency domain phase

profile for various film thicknesses and surface heights. A simultaneous optimization

determined the correct film thickness and surface height.

One useful application of such surface profiling techniques is the profiling of

lithography wafers covered with photoresist. The goal in this case is to determine the

topography of the top surface of the photoresist over a patterned substrate and to provide

information about the location of this surface with respect to some system datum, one

application of which is to establish the position of best focus during the photolithographic

process. See, for example, commonly owned U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2005/0057757 Al entitled "LOW COHERENCE GRAZING INCIDENCE

INTERFEROMETRY SYSTEMS AND METHODS" by Xavier Colonna de Lega et al., the

contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

SUMMARY

This disclosure relates to using interferometry to measure spatial information and/or

other characteristics of objects. The objects can include a complex surface structure, such as

thin film(s), discrete structures of dissimilar materials, or discrete structures that are

underresolved by the optical resolution of an interference microscope. Such measurements

are relevant to the characterization of flat panel display components, semiconductor wafer

metrology, and in-situ thin film and dissimilar materials analysis, for example.

ha embodiments disclosed herein, spatial information of a measurement surface (also

referred to as the object or measurement surface), such as the top surface of a thin film
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structure, is established using white-light grazing incidence interferometry with detection in

the spectral domain. The disclosed systems and methods are suitable for determining the

location and orientation (piston, tip and tilt with respect to the interferometer) of a

measurement surface that may be covered by a thin film structure (e.g., a photoresist on

substrate, which may itself include one or more layers). Such information can be used, for

example, to optimally position a photoresist on wafer with respect to a photolithography tool.

Typically, in embodiments, the interferometer uses a spectrally broadband and/or

spatially extended light source, which results in an interference pattern that has significantly

reduced sensitivity to the influence of the underlying layers in the case of a coated surface

compared to a monochromatic point source. Another aspect of the interferometer is the use

of a 2-dimensional multi-element detector to map with a single exposure the topography of a

line of points on a measurement surface. One dimension on the detector corresponds to the

line of object positions while the other dimension corresponds to a range of wavenumbers of

the light source.

The use of grazing incidence can provide an un-obscured view of the measurement

surface, allowing other sensors (e.g., an alignment scope in the photolithography tool) to

observe the object near nonnal incidence.

Additional camera exposures can be recorded for different measurement surface

locations, providing spatial information about a two-dimensional area of the measurement

surface instead of a single line.

In certain embodiments, the light source spectrum can include a number of sharp

emission lines that are used to provide calibration information for the optical system.

h some embodiments, the light is linearly polarized in the plane of incidence,

illuminating the measurement surface at or near Brewster's angle. In this case the substrate

surface itself, rather than the top surface of the thin film on the substrate, is profiled by the

interferometer.

Various aspects of the invention are summarized as follows.

In general, in one aspect, the invention features an interferometry method including:

(i) combining reference light with measurement light reflected from a line of points on a

measurement surface, wherein the measurement light and the reference light are derived from

a common source; (ii) directing the combined light onto a detector to image the line of points
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on the measurement surface along a first dimension of the detector and to spectrally disperse

the combined light corresponding to each point along a second dimension of the detector; and

(iii) analyzing the spectrally dispersed light to determine spatial information about the

measurement surface along the line of points.

Embodiments of the method may include any of the following features.

The method may further include providing a difference in optical path from the

source to the detector between the measurement light and the reference light, wherein the

difference in optical path and the range of frequencies produced by the common source are

large enough to produce a series of intensity peaks in the spectrally dispersed light along the

second dimension of the detector. For example, at least three of the peaks in the series have

an intensity greater than half of the intensity of the most-intense peak in the series.

The method may further include analyzing the spectrally dispersed light includes

transforming intensity information (e.g., by Fourier transformation) about the spectrally

dispersed light from each point on the line to produce an interference signal. For example,

analyzing the spectrally dispersed light may further include analyzing the interference signal

for each point on the line to determine surface height variations along the line of the

measurement surface. Furthermore, the measurement surface may be on a measurement

object including a thin film on a substrate, and analyzing the interference signal for each

point on the line may include selecting a subset of the interference signal corresponding to

the top surface of the thin film and analyzing the subset to determine a relative surface height

for each point on the top surface of the thin film along the line.

The measurement surface may be on a measurement object including a thin film on a

substrate (which itself may include one or more layers). The spatial information may

correspond, for example, to a relative height profile for the top surface of the thin film.

Alternatively, the spatial information may correspond, for example, to a relative height

profile for the interface between the thin film and the substrate. For example, in the latter

case, the measurement light may be selected to have a polarization and to be directed to be

incident on the top surface of the thin film at an angle that cause it to substantially

completely transmit through the top surface of the thin film and reflect from the interface

between the thin film and the substrate (e.g., a Brewster's angle).
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The measurement and reference light may be in the visible region of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Alternatively, the measurement and reference light may be

outside the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Specifically, by using the word

"light" we do not mean to limit electromagnetic radiation to that that is visible.

The method may further include combining of the measurement and reference light

using a grazing-incidence interferometer. For example, the measurement light may be

directed to the measurement surface at an angle of incidence of about 60°, such as about 75°

or more.

The common source may be a broadband light source. For example, the broadband

light source may provide light over a range of about 50 nm or more, such as about 100 nm or

more).

The measurement light may be selected to have a polarization and to be directed to be

incident on the top surface of the thin film at an angle that cause it to substantially

completely transmit through the top surface of the thin film and reflect from the interface

between the thin film and the substrate (e.g., a Brewster's angle).

A dispersive optical element, such as a diffraction grating or a prism, may be used to

spectrally disperse the combined light along the second dimension of the detector.

The method may further include separating input light from the common source into

the measurement and reference light. Furthermore, the method may further include reflecting

the reference light from multiple mirrors after separating it from the input light and before

combining it with the measurement light.

The measurement light may be directed to the measurement surface from the side of

the measurement surface, and the method may further include using a photolithography tool

to expose from above a photoresist at the measurement surface. For example, an alignment

microscope to position the measurement surface relative to the photolithography tool. Also,

the method may further include adjusting the angular orientation of the measurement surface

relative to the photolithography tool based on the spatial infonnation about the measurement

surface along the line of points determined by analyzing the spectrally dispersed light.

The measurement light may be directed to the line of points on the measurement

surface by a fiber array. Furthermore, the measurement light and reference light may be

combined with a second fiber array.
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The method of claim may farther include providing the common source to emit light

over a range of frequencies having multiple narrow-band emission peaks, and correlating the

locations of the spectrally dispersed light along the second dimension of the detector with the

spectral locations of the multiple narrow-band emission peaks to assist in the analysis of the

spectrally dispersed light.

The method may further include repeating each of the steps for a different line of

points on the measurement surface.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features an interferometry system

including: (i) an interferometry system configured to combine reference light with

measurement light reflected from a line of points on a measurement surface, wherein the

measurement light and the reference light are derived from a common source, and direct the

combined light onto a detector to image the line of points on the measurement surface along

a first dimension of the detector and to spectrally disperse the combined light corresponding

to each point along a second dimension of the detector; and (ii) an electronic processor

configured to analyze the spectrally dispersed light to determine spatial information about the

measurement surface along the line of points.

Embodiments of the apparatus may include any feature corresponding to those

described above with reference to the method.

In general, in a further aspect, the invention features a method that includes directing

measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface and combining the reflected

measurement light with reference light, where the measurement light and reference light are

derived from a common source, and there is a non-zero optical path length difference

between the measurement light and reference light that is greater than a coherence length of

the measurement light. The method further includes spectrally dispersing the combined light

onto a multi-element detector to detect a spatially-varying intensity pattern, determining

spatial information about the measurement surface based on the spatially-varying intensity

pattern, and outputting the spatial information.

Implementations of the method can include one or more of the following features.

For example, determining the spatial information can include performing a spatial-frequency

transform of the spatially-varying intensity pattern and spatial information is determined

based on the spatial-frequency transform, such as a Fourier transform. The spatial-frequency
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transform can provide a corresponding interference signal for each of a number of points of

the measurement surface and determining the spatial information comprises analyzing a

portion of each interference signal corresponding to a non-zero optical path length difference

between the measurement light and reference light. The spatial-frequency transfonn can be

performed for each of a plurality of one-dimensional sections of the spatially-varying

intensity pattern to provide a corresponding interference signal for each section. In some

embodiments, each interference signal is related to an optical path length difference between

the reference light and measurement light reflected from a point on a line on the

measurement surface corresponding to the section of the spatially-varying intensity pattern

from which the interference signal is derived.

The spatial information can be information about a line of points on the measurement

surface where measurement light reflected from the line of points is directed to a

corresponding line of elements of the multi-element detector extending along a first

dimension of the detector. The measurement light reflected from each point on the line of

points can be spectrally dispersed across a corresponding line of elements of the multi¬

element detector extending along a second dimension of the detector. The position of each

detector element along the second dimension of the detector can correspond to a

wavenumber of the measurement light. Determining the spatial information can include

performing a spatial-frequency transform for each point by transforming an intensity profile

from the corresponding line of elements of the multi-element detector to produce an

interference signal. The interference signal for each point can include information about the

optical path length difference between measurement light reflected from the point and the

reference light combined with the measurement light reflected from the point. The spatial

information can be determined by analyzing the interference signal for each point to

determine surface height variations along the line of points on the measurement surface. The

measurement surface can be on a measurement object comprising a thin film on a substrate,

and wherein analyzing the interference signal for each point on the line comprises selecting a

subset of the interference signal corresponding to the top surface of the thin film and

analyzing the subset to determine a relative surface height for each point of the top surface of

the thin film along the line.
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The measurement light can have a coherence length that is less than the non-zero

optical path length difference between the measurement light and the reference light. The

measurement light can be broadband measurement light.

The measurement light can be directed to reflect from the measurement surface at a

grazing angle of incidence. The measurement light can directed to reflect from the

measurement surface at an angle of incidence of about 60° or more.

In some embodiments, the measurement surface is on a measurement object

comprising a thin film on a substrate. The spatial information can correspond to a relative

height profile for a surface of the thin film opposite the substrate. The spatial information

can correspond to a relative height profile of a surface of the thin film adjacent the substrate.

The measurement light can be in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum

and/or outside the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The measurement light

can have a spectral bandwidth of about 50 run or more.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a method that includes directing

measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface at a grazing angle of incidence and

combining the reflected measurement light with reference light, where the measurement light

and reference light are derived from a common source. The method further includes

spectrally dispersing the combined light onto a multi-element detector to detect a spatially-

varying intensity pattern, determining spatial information about the measurement surface

based on the spatially-varying intensity pattern, and outputting the spatial information.

Implementations of the method can include any of the features mentioned in regard to other

aspects.

In general, in a further aspect, the invention features a method that includes directing

measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface at a grazing angle of incidence and

combining the reflected measurement light with reference light, where the measurement light

and reference light are derived from a common source. The method further includes

spectrally dispersing the combined light onto a multi-element detector to detect a spatially-

varying intensity pattern, performing a spatial-frequency transform of the spatially-varying

intensity pattern, determining spatial information about the measurement surface based on

the spatial-frequency transform of the spatially-varying intensity pattern, and outputting the
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spatial information. Implementations of the method can include any of the features

mentioned in regard to other aspects.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a method that includes directing

measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface and combining the reflected

measurement light with reference light, where the measurement light and reference light are

derived from a common source. The method further includes spectrally dispersing the

combined light onto a multi-element detector to detect a spatially-varying intensity pattern,

determining an interference signal for each of a plurality of one-dimensional sections of the

spatially-varying intensity pattern, determining spatial information about the measurement

surface based on the interference signals, and outputting the spatial information.

Implementations of the method can include any of the features mentioned in regard to other

aspects.

In general, in a further aspect, the invention features a method that includes directing

measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface and combining the reflected

measurement light with reference light, where the measurement light and reference light are

derived from a common source. The method further includes spectrally dispersing the

combined light onto a multi-element detector to detect a spatially-varying intensity pattern,

performing a spatial-frequency transform of the spatially-varying intensity pattern,

determining spatial information about the measurement surface based on the spatial-

frequency transform, and outputting the spatial information. Implementations of the method

can include any of the features mentioned in regard to other aspects.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a system that includes a light

source being configured to produce input light during operation of the system, a multi¬

element detector, and an interferometer configured to derive measurement light and reference

light from the input light, illuminate a section of a measurement surface with the

measurement light, combine the reference light with the measurement light reflected the

measurement surface, and direct the combined light onto the detector to provide a spatially-

varying intensity pattern on the detector elements. The input light has a finite coherence

length and the interferometer introduces an optical path length difference between the

measurement light and the reference light that is greater than the coherence length of the

input light. The system also includes an electronic processor in communication with the
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detector, the electronic processor being configured to determine spatial information about the

measurement surface based on the spatially-varying intensity pattern.

Embodiments of the system can include one or more of the following features. For

example, the electronic processor can be configured to perform a spatial-frequency transform

of the spatially-varying intensity pattern and to determine the spatial information about the

measurement surface based on the spatial-frequency transform.

The light source can be a broadband light source. The light source can be a spatially-

extended light source.

The interferometer can include optical elements (e.g., lenses and/or mirrors)

configured to image the light source to the detector. The optical elements can image the light

source to the measurement surface and reimage the light source from the measurement

surface to the detector. The interferometer can be configured to preserve a relative

orientation of the images of the light source at the detector formed by the measurement light

and reference light, respectively.

The multi-element detector can include a two-dimensional array of detector elements

and the dispersive optical element is configured to spectrally disperse the combined light

along one of the array dimensions.

The dispersive optical element can include a grating (e.g., a transmission or reflection

grating). The dispersive optical element can include a prism.

The interferometer can direct the measurement light to the measurement surface at a

grazing angle of incidence. The interferometer can include a beam splitter positioned to

separate the input light into the test and reference light. The interferometer can include

multiple mirrors positioned to reflect the reference light after separating it from the input

light and before combining it with the measurement light.

The interferometer can be configured to direct the measurement light to the

measurement surface from the side of the measurement surface, and the system can further

include a photolithography tool configured to expose the measurement surface to radiation.

The system can include an alignment microscope for positioning the measurement surface

relative to the photolithography tool. The electronic processor can be configured to cause an

adjustment of the angular orientation of the measurement surface relative to the

photolithography tool based on the spatial information.
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In some embodiments, the interferometer includes a fiber array positioned to direct

the measurement light to the measurement surface by a fiber array. The interferometer can

further include a second fiber array positioned to combine the measurement light and

reference light.

The interferometer and electronic processor can be configured to repeat the analysis

for additional locations of the measurement surface to determine spatial information about

different portions of the measurement surface.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a system that includes a light

source configured to produce input light during operation of the system, a multi-element

detector, a dispersive optical element, and an interferometer configured to derive

measurement light and reference light from the input light, illuminate a measurement surface

with the measurement light at a grazing angle of incidence, combine the reference light with

the measurement light reflected from the measurement surface, and direct the combined light

to the dispersive optical element which spectrally disperses the combined light onto the

detector to provide a spatially-varying intensity pattern on the detector elements. The system

also includes an electronic processor in communication with the detector, the electronic

processor being configured to determine spatial information about the measurement surface

based on the spatially-varying intensity pattern during operation of the system.

Embodiments of the system can include any of the features mentioned in relation to the other

systems and/or may be configured to implement the above-mentioned methods.

hi general, in a further aspect, the invention features a system that includes a light

source configured to produce input light during operation of the system, a multi-element

detector, and an interferometer configured to derive measurement light and reference light

from the input light, illuminate a section of a measurement surface comprising a plurality of

locations with the measurement light at a grazing angle of incidence, combine the reference

light with the measurement light reflected from the locations of the measurement surface, and

direct the combined light onto the detector to provide a spatially-varying intensity pattern on

the detector elements. The interferometer directs measurement light from each location of

the measurement surface to a plurality of the detector elements. The system also includes an

electronic processor in communication with the detector, the electronic processor being

configured to perform, for each location of the measurement surface, a spatial-frequency
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transform of the spatially-varying intensity distribution across the corresponding detector

elements and determine spatial information about the section of the measurement surface

based on the spatial frequency transforms. Embodiments of the system can include any of

the features mentioned in relation to the other systems and/or may be configured to

implement the above-mentioned methods.

hi general, in another aspect, the invention features a system that includes a light

source configured to produce input light during operation of the system, a multi-element

detector, and an interferometer configured to derive measurement light and reference light

from the input light, illuminate a section of a measurement surface comprising a plurality of

locations with the measurement light, combine the reference light with the measurement light

reflected the measurement surface, and direct the combined light onto the detector to provide

a spatially-varying intensity pattern on the detector elements. The system also includes an

electronic processor in communication with the detector, the electronic processor being

configured to determine, for each location of the measurement surface, an interference signal

from the spatially-varying intensity distribution across the corresponding detector elements

and determine spatial information about the section of the measurement surface based on the

interference signals. Embodiments of the system can include any of the features mentioned

in relation to the other systems and/or may be configured to implement the above-mentioned

methods.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a system that includes a light

source configured to produce input light during operation of the system, a multi-element

detector, a dispersive optical element, and an interferometer configured to derive

measurement light and reference light from the input light, illuminate a measurement surface

with the measurement light, combines the reference light with the measurement light

reflected from the measurement surface, and direct the combined light to the dispersive

optical element which spectrally disperses the combined light onto the detector to detect a

spatially-varying intensity pattern. The system also includes an electronic processor in

communication with the detector, the electronic processor being configured to perform a

spatial-frequency transform of the spatially-varying intensity pattern and determine spatial

information about the measurement surface based on the spatial-frequency transform.
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Embodiments of the system can include any of the features mentioned in relation to the other

systems and/or may be configured to implement the above-mentioned methods.

Other features and advantages will be apparent from the following detailed

description.

A number of documents are incorporated herein by reference. In case of conflict, the

present application will control.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. IA is a perspective view of an embodiment of an grazing-incidence

interferometry system.

FIG. IB is a side view of a portion of the grazing-incidence interferometry system

shown in FIG. IA.

FIG. 2A is a plan view of a detector showing a spectrally-decomposed light intensity

pattern.

FIG. 2B is a plan view of a detector showing a spectrally-decomposed light intensity

pattern modulated by an interference pattern.

FIG. 3 is a schematic flow diagram showing steps for acquiring an interference

signal.

FIG. 4A is a plot of a simulated interference signal obtained by mechanical phase

shifting.

FIG. 4B is a plot of a simulated spatially-varying intensity pattern.

FIG. 4C is a plot of an interference signal obtained from the simulated spatially-

varying intensity pattern shown in FIG. 4B.

FIG. 5 is a plot of a broadband emission spectrum.

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an embodiment of an grazing-incidence interferometry

system.

FIG. 7 is a schematic view of an embodiment of an interferometry system.

FIG. 8A is a cross-section of a measurement object including a substrate and an

overlaying layer, e.g., a thin film.

FIG. 8B is a top view of the object shown in FIG. 8A.
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FIGs. 9A and 9B are examples of structures having copper interconnects. FIGs. 9A

and 9B show the structure before and after planarization, respectively.

FIG. 1OA and 1OB are examples of structures before and after solder bump

processing. FIG. 1OA shows the structure before addition of solder. FIG. 1OB shows the

structure after addition of solder but prior to flowing the solder.

FIG. 11 is a cross-section of a portion of a liquid crystal display.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring to FIG. IA, a grazing-incidence interferometry system 100 includes a

broadband light source 110, lenses 112, 114, 132 and 134, a beam splitter 120, mirrors 121,

122, 123, and 125, a beam combiner 130, a diffraction grating 140, and a detector 150.

Lenses 112 and 114 form a telecentric imaging system that images light source 110 onto a

measurement surface an object 101 . An aperture stop 113 is positioned between lenses 112

and 114. Lenses 132 and 134 form a telecentric imaging system that images the

measurement surface onto detector 150. Generally, the numerical aperture (NA) of the

imaging system at detector 150 can vary. Typically, the NA is relatively small (e.g., about

0.1 or less, about 0.05 or less, about 0.01 or less). In general, the light from light source 110

can be polarized (e.g., linearly polarized) or unpolarized.

Light from light source 110 propagates as an input beam 161, that is split into a

measurement beam 160 and a reference beam 162 by beam splitter 120. After measurement

beam 160 reflects from the measurement surface of object 101, it is recombined with

reference beam 162 by beam combiner 130. The system is arranged so that there is a non

zero optical path length difference between measurement beam 160 and reference beam 162.

Combined beam 164 is directed to a diffraction grating 140, which reflects combined beam

164 and spectrally disperses the beam onto detector 150. The spectral dispersion of

combined beam 164 is also referred to as spectral decomposition. The light in combined

beam 164 from measurement beam 160 and reference beam 162 interfere at the surface of

detector 150 producing a series of intensity fringes across the detector.

As a result of broadband light source 110, system 100 has a relatively low coherence

length and interferometry system 100 introduces a non-zero optical path length difference
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between measurement beam 160 and reference beam 162 that is larger than a coherence

length of the system.

The telecentric imaging systems that image light source 110 onto the measurement

surface and onto detector 150 are arranged to preserve the relative orientation of the

respective images of light source 110 formed from the measurement light and reference light

at detector 150. This preserves coherence of the measurement and reference light from

different portions of the extended source at the detector, so that the beams can form an

interference pattern for certain optical path length difference between the measurement and

reference light.

Referring also to FIG. IB, object 101 is supported by a stage 170, which can be a

movable stage. FIG. IB also shows the path of measurement beam 160 relative to the

surface normal of object 101. Being a grazing angle incidence interferometer, the chief rays

of the system are incident on the measurement surface with a non-zero angle of incidence, θ.

hi some embodiments, θ can be relatively large. For example, θ can be about 45° or more

(e-g- about 60° or more, about 75° or more). The grazing-incidence geometry provides a

working space directly above the measurement surface, allowing other instruments to be

placed in close proximity to the measurement surface. For example, in some embodiments, a

microscope, such as an alignment microscope, can be positioned to study the measurement

surface while the measurement surface is in the path of measurement beam 160.

Detector 150 is a multi-element detector, such as a charge coupled device (CCD)

array or a complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) array. In general, the type of

detector depends on the spectral content of the light used by the system. For example, both

CCD and CMOS detectors can be suitable for light in the visible region and/or infrared

region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Light source 110 is a spatially-extended broadband light source. In particular, light

source 110 extends in one direction so that is illuminates a line of points on the measurement

surface. For example, light source 110 can be composed of a plurality of point sources (e.g.,

light emitting diodes) or an extended single source (e.g., an extended fluorescent bulb).

More generally, in some embodiments, a point source, rather than a spatially-extended

source, can be used.
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Moreover, while system 100 images source 110 to detector 150, in general, other

configurations are also possible. For example, in some embodiments, system 100 can image

light from a pupil plane of the system to the detector. In certain embodiments, system 100

can include an aperture stop (e.g., positioned at or near a pupil plane) that defines an

illumination pattern at the measurement surface. For example, a slit-shaped aperture stop can

be used to define a spatially-extended source. In general, embodiments can include

additional optical components (e.g., spectral and/or spatial filters, homogenizing optics) for

manipulating light from the light source to provide a desired illumination pattern at the

measurement surface and/or at the detector.

In general, while light source 110 is a broadband light source, the spectral bandwidth

of light source 110 can vary. The spectral bandwidth refers to the full width at half

maximum of the emission spectrum of the light source. In some embodiments, the spectral

bandwidth of the light source can be about 20 nm or more (e.g., about 50 nm or more, about

100 nm or more, about 150 nm or more, about 200 nm or more, about 250 nm or more, about

300 nm or more). The emission spectrum can include light in the visible portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum and/or outside the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum

(e.g., in the infrared and/or ultraviolet portions of the electromagnetic spectrum).

Diffraction grating 140 and the imaging system including lenses 132 and 134 are

arranged relative to detector 150 so that light reflected from the line of points illuminated by

light source 110 on the measurement surface in combined beam 164 is dispersed as a

function of wavenumber along one dimension of detector 150. The optical components are

further arranged so that the orthogonal dimension of detector 150 corresponds to different

points along the line on the measurement surface. This arrangement is illustrated by the axes

in the FIG. 2A, where the intensity as a function of wavenumber corresponds to the source

spectrum. Where the optical path length difference between the measurement beam 160 and

reference beam 162 is much smaller than the wavelength of the light, λ ' (i.e., the central

wavelength of a Gaussian fit to the spectrum of the source), the interference phenomenon at

detector 150 is constructive for all light wavelengths and the measured light distribution is

similar to that shown in FIG. 2A.

However, an optical path length difference, δ, between measurement beam 160 and

reference beam 162 that is on the order of the wavelength, λ ', of the light or larger, results in
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constructive interference for those wavelengths λ such that δ = p λ where p is an integer

number and destructive interference for those wavelengths such that δ - {p +} )λ . The

resulting spatially-varying light intensity distribution is shown schematically in FIG. 2B, in

which the spectral distribution shown in FIG. 2A is modulated by a series of intensity

fringes. The optical path length difference, δ, can be varied by displacing one of the

reference mirrors 121, 123, and/or 125 in a direction orthogonal to the plane of the mirror,

and/or displacing object 101 in a the direction of surface normal 102. For example, in some

embodiments, one or more of reference mirrors 121, 123, and/or 125 can be affixed to an

adjustable mount, which is configured to provide a user with the ability to modify δ.

Detector 150 is in communication with an electronic processor 199, which analyzes

intensity information from the detector to determine spatial information about the

measurement surface of object 101. In some embodiments, the location of interference

extrema is used to estimate the optical path length difference at each location along the

illuminated line on the object.

For example, in some embodiments, one can use a dense channel spectrum and apply

"spatial-carrier" phase measurement techniques to calculate a phase variation as a function of

wavelength, the slope of which is proportional to the optical path length difference. Spatial-

carrier phase measurement techniques are described, for example, in commonly-owned U.S.

Patent Publication No. US-2006-01 87465 Al, entitled "INTERFEROMETRY SYSTEMS

AND METHODS," filed on February 15, 2006, the entire contents of which are incorporated

herein by reference.

In some embodiments, spatial information about the measurement surface is

determined from a spatial-frequency transform (e.g., a Fourier transform such as a Discrete

Fourier transform, a Laplace transform, a Hubert transform) of the intensity information from

each column of detector elements. For example, the intensity distribution for each column of

detector elements can be Fourier transformed, yielding an interference signal as a function of

optical path length difference. The location of a signal of interest, corresponding to the

interference signal due to measurement light reflecting from the measurement surface, is

directly proportional to the optical path length difference in the interferometer, δ.

Accordingly, spatial information about the measurement surface can be extracted from the
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interference signal using conventional techniques developed for SWLI interference signals

that are acquired, for example, by mechanical phase shifting.

For such cases, the overall measurement principle is illustrated in FIG. 3. Broadband

light from source 110 has an emission spectrum shown, for example, by spectrum 300. In

spectrum 300, the relative intensity is shown as a function of wavenumber, k , where a

wavenumber is defined as Ic = 2π λ , for a wavelength λ in the emission spectrum. The

spectrum measured by detector 150 for one object point is shown as spectrum 320. Spectrum

320 includes a number of intensity fringes that modulate the spectral profile of the source.

Spectrum 320 corresponds to the intensity profile measured across a single column of

detector elements. Each column of detector elements will measure a similar spectrum,

corresponding to the different points in the line of the measurement surface imaged to the

detector. Once the intensity distribution is measured for each detector element, electronic

controller 199 Fourier transforms the spectrum to produce an interference signal as shown by

signal 330. A portion of the intensity signal 340 is identified as the portion of the signal

associate with the measurement surface.

It is believed, in theory, that the interference signal obtained by Fourier transforming

the spectrally decomposed intensity profile is identical to an interference signal obtained, for

example, using a mechanical scan. This equivalence is illustrated mathematically as follows.

For a broadband emission spectrum, the interference signal measured on a detector during a

mechanical scan over a range of optical path length differences is determined by summing

over all wavelengths and can be expressed as

/O) = A(k ) +B(Ic) oosilkz +φ(z))dk , (1)
o

where Ic is as defined previously, 2 is the optical path length difference between the

measurement and reference arms of the interferometer, A(k) is the background light intensity,

B(Ic) is the modulating intensity, φ(k) is a phase offset that includes all phase changes on

transmission and reflection in the interferometer for the specific wavenumber, Ic. Note also

that A(Ic) and B(Ic) are real functions and A(Ic) = B(Ic) = 0 for all Ic < 0. Eq. (1) can be rewritten

as
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and recognizing the second term as a Fourier transform, can be rewritten again as

I(z) = \A(k)dk +Re(FT (B(k)e im )) . (3)
o

In the case of spectral decomposition, where the OPD between the measurement and

reference beams is 2ZQ, the intensity at each wavenumber is given by the equation

SI(k) = A(K) +B(k) cos(k2z 0 + φ (k)) . (4)

The Fourier transform of the intensity distribution, SI(k), is given as

/„, (2z) (5)

which can be expanded as

and rewritten again as

/ ,(2z) =

Re(FT(a(k)) +- Rc(FT (B (k)e iφ(lc) )) * A(2z 0) + - Re(FT (B (k)e i {k) )) ∆(-2z 0) '
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where ∆ is the Dirac distribution and is the convolution operator. It is noted that the

second term on the right hand side of Eq. (7) corresponds to the modulation term of Eq. (2)

convolved with a ∆ distribution, which results in a shift of the location of the interference

signal of interest. In other words, in theory, one can reconstruct the interference signal that

would be obtained using a mechanical scan by Fourier transforming the spectral

decomposition signal and selecting the relevant component of Eq. (7). Note that in order to

effectively use this formalism to extract the contribution from the measurement surface to the

interference signal, the offset Z should be larger than the width of the other terms in Eq. (7).

In other words, the coherence length of the system should be less than the optical path length

difference between the measurement and reference beams so that the modulation in the

interference signal at Z is separated from the modulation at z —0. In general, the larger the

value of Z0, the higher the frequency of region of interest of the interference signal will be.

Also, the sign of the system is related to the sign of the optical path length difference. In

other words, the sign of the system will change depending on whether the measurement beam

path is larger than the reference beam path or vice versa.

Referring to FIGs. 4A-4C, the equivalence of an interference signal obtained by

Fourier transforming a spectral decomposition signal and a conventionally-obtained

interference signal is illustrated by a simulated signal for a 450 nm thick SiO2 layer on a Cu

substrate. For the purpose of the simulation, the interferometer had a sufficiently low NA

that spatial coherence effects could be ignored, the chief rays of the interferometer were

normally incident on the substrate surface, and the source had a central emission wavelength

of 550 nm and a FWHM of 200 nm with a Gaussian shape as a function of k. FIG. 4A shows

the simulated signal obtained using a mechanical scan calculated using Eq. (2). FIG. 4B

shows the spectral decomposition intensity signal calculated using Eq. (3) for 0 = 5 µm.

FIG. 4C shows the Fourier transform of the signal shown in FIG. 4B. The portion of the

signal corresponding to the measurement surface is indicated by the box located at z = z0.

Since the interference signal obtained by transfonning the spectrally decomposed

intensity profile is effectively identical to an interference signal obtained using conventional

scanning techniques (e.g., a mechanical scan), one can determine spatial information from

the interference signal using algorithms developed for the conventionally-obtained

interference signals.
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U.S. patent applications published as US-2005-0078318-A1 entitled "METHODS

AND SYSTEMS FOR INTERFEROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF SURFACES AND

RELATED APPLICATIONS" and US-2005-0078319-A1 entitled "SURFACE PROFILING

USING AN INTERFERENCE PATTERN MATCHING TEMPLATE, both by Peter J. de

Groot, disclose techniques for analyzing interferometry signals from a thin film sample. One

of the disclosed techniques is referred to as TopSlice and identifies the portion of the

interferometry (SWLI) signal corresponding to the top-surface profile of a thin film structure.

For a thin enough film, the individual signals corresponding to the upper and lower interfaces

of the film are inseparable, in the sense that the fringe contrast has only one peak;

nonetheless, one can argue on physical grounds that the first few fringes on the right most

closely relate to the top-surface profile. TopSlice identifies the trumpet-shaped leading edge

of the signal, and ascribes this to the top surface profile. A further technique disclosed in

these published applications describes one way of locating the leading edge or other segment

of a signal by using a pattern matching technique, one example of which is referred to as

correlation template analysis (CTA). Both of said published applications are commonly-

owned with the present applications and are incorporated herein by reference.

Additional methods for determining spatial information about the measurement

surface are described in commonly-owned U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/437,002,

entitled "METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ANALYZING LOW-COHERENCE

INTERFEROMETRY SIGNALS FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIN FILM

STRUCTURES," filed on May 18, 2006, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein

by reference. Methods disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/437,002 feature a

sliding-window least-squares (LSQ) procedure for analyzing low-coherence interferometry

signals. The procedure can be used to accurately identify portions of the low-coherence

interferometry signals of interest. The procedure performs a fit sequentially through the scan

by means of a least-squares optimization. The first step is to create a fitting function based

on a model of the signal that we expect to see, then using one or more variable parameters,

including an interference phase value, to optimize the fit to the actual signal at each scan

position. The scan position for which the LSQ fit is most successful locates the signal, and

the phase at this point is the desired final result.
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In general, electronic processor can perform a variety of additional operations in the

process of determining the spatial information about the measurement surface. For example,

in some embodiments, the spectral distribution measured by the detector is resampled (e.g.,

by interpolation of spatially-varying intensity pattern data) if needed to provide spectral

sampling with a fixed wavenumber increment Ak between adjacent detector elements in

each column of elements.

In some embodiments, the electronic processing can include operations that reduce or

eliminate certain system errors, including, for example, source spectrum distortions and

nonlinear dispersion in the interferometer. In embodiments, these methods operate on an

interference signal to produce a corresponding repaired signal in which the effects of system

errors are reduced (e.g., eliminated). For example, in a first step, a system characterization

procedure determines the system errors by direct measurement of these errors in the

frequency domain in terms of the amplitudes and phases of the transform coefficients. In a

second step, the interference signal from the measurement surface is corrected, where the

known phase and amplitude system errors are removed by subtraction, division or other data

manipulation. The corrected data is then transformed back to provide a repaired interference

signal from which spatial information about the measurement surface can be determined.

Examples of such error corrections techniques are disclosed in commonly-owned Provisional

Patent Application No. 60/832,452, entitled "COMPENSATION OF SYSTEMATIC

EFFECTS IN SCANNING WHITE LIGHT INTERFEROMETRY," filed on July 21, 2006,

the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

In certain embodiments, the methods described above include a calibration that

provides information about the spectroscopic detection system. In particular, the

correspondence between a particular vertical location on the detector and the corresponding

wavelength or wavenumber is established in the form of a wavelength mapping function. A

' baseline calibration of the optical system can be performed using, for example, one or more

narrowband filters which allow one to establish the location on the detector that the

corresponding calibration wavelengths are directed to. The mapping of the spectral range of

interest can thus be calibrated in as much details as required for the target measurement

accuracy. Such a mapping function can be used, for example, where imaging aberrations of
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the optical system may introduce relative displacements of the location of a given spectral

component as a function of the location on the object.

In some embodiments, variations of the wavelength mapping function can be

monitored in situ. For example, the light source can be selected or constructed by

combination of multiple light source outputs such that multiple sharp emission lines are

present within the spectral domain covered by the detector. An exemplary spectrum is

shown in FIG. 5, where the emission spectrum includes peaks at /c0, k\ , and /c2, for example,

that can be used to map variations of the wavelength mapping function. These lines are

identified and their position monitored at every exposure of the detector, providing real time

correction of the mapping function if required. For the purpose of creating an interference

signal in the time domain, the processing can be configured to ignore the locations where the

lines are present, for example, by interpolating between nearby spectral components.

Tracking the location of known spectral lines is also a means of estimating the overall

height offset of a measurement surface. A large height offset of the measurement surface can

introduce a shift of the image of the projected line once imaged onto the camera. A beam

block interrupting alternatively the measurement and reference beams provides two spectral

images. The relative location of the known spectral lines in these two images can provide

information about the height offset.

Typically, the spatial information is a profile of a section of the measurement surface

corresponding to the line of points imaged to the detector. However, in general, the spatial

information can include other parameters characterizing the measurement object. For

example, the spatial information can include location and orientation (e.g., piston, tip and/or

tilt with respect to the interferometer) of a measurement surface, hi some embodiments, the

spatial information can be used to identify a specific material or structure in the measurement

object.

Moreover, while the measurement surface for object 101 is the top surface of the

object, the techniques disclosed herein can be used to determine spatial information about

other surfaces of the object. For example, in some embodiments, object 101 may include a

substrate that is covered by a thin film structure (e.g., a photoresist on substrate, which may

itself include one or more layers) and the techniques can be used to determine information

about a surface at the interface between the thin film structure and the underlying substrate.
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As an example, in some embodiments, input beam 161 can be polarized so that

measurement beam 160 is substantially /"-polarized at the measurement surface and is

incident on the measurement object at Brewster's angle. Thus, a minimal amount of

measurement beam radiation reflects from the top surface of measurement object 101, and

most is transmitted through the top layer of the object. The transmitted radiation can be

reflected by an interface between layers of object 101. Subsequent analysis of the combined

beam provides spatial information about this interface, rather than the top surface of

measurement object 101.

In some embodiments, system 100 can be used to determine spatial information about

a two-dimensional area for the measurement surface. For example, the position of the

measurement object can be scanned (e.g., by moving stage 170) with respect to the

measurement light while detector 150 acquires a series of frames of the spatially-varying

intensity pattern. For each frame, spatial information about a corresponding line of points on

the measurement surface can be determined. The spatial information for the different lines of

points can be combined to provide spatial information about an area of the surface.

In general, the spatial information can be output in a variety of ways. In some

embodiments, the spatial information can be output graphically or numerically to an

electronic display or a printer. In certain embodiments, the spatial information can be output

to memory (e.g., to random access memory or written to non-volatile magnetic, optical, or

other memory). In some embodiments, the spatial information can be output to a control

system, such a wafer handling control system, which can adjust its operation based on the

spatial infoπnation. For example, the system can adjust the position or orientation of the

measurement object based on the spatial information.

The techniques described herein can include a number of advantages. For example,

one benefit of this type of approach is readily apparent when measuring over a transparent

film that is thicker than half the coherence length of the light source. In this case the top and

bottom interfaces of the film generate light reflections that are combined in the spectral

domain. However, in the OPD domain one observes two separated finite-width signals. It is

then straightforward to determine the position of the top interface by processing the

corresponding signal while ignoring the signal due to the bottom interface.
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In addition, spatial information can be acquired rapidly and without mechanical

adjustment of the system. Specifically, spatial information is acquired from a single frame of

the detector, and without mechanical phase shifting.

Another benefit of the type of approach is the fact that one can rectify the shape of the

emission spectrum before Fourier transformation, which allows shaping optimally the

modulation envelope of the signal of interest in the spatial domain. For example, additional

information for this step of the processing can be gathered by having a beam block close the

measurement leg so that only the reference spectral distribution is recorded at the detector.

A further possible benefit of the configuration shown in FIG. IA is the fact that the

light bounces at a high angle of incidence from the measurement surface, which minimizes

the influence of transparent layers present on the surface of object 101 when establishing the

topography of the top surface.

Another possible benefit of the configuration is that direct observation of the object

surface near normal incidence is un-obstructed, allowing other sensors to look at the object

surface where it is being profiled (for example, an alignment microscope).

While a particular configuration for interferometry system 100 is shown in FIG. IA,

in general, other configurations can also be used to implement the methods described herein.

For example, while interferometry system 100 utilizes a reflective diffraction grating, in

general, a variety of optical elements can be used to spectrally-disperse the output beam onto

the detector. For example, in some embodiments, a transmission grating can be used. More

generally, a non-diffractive dispersive element, such as a prism, can also be used.

In some embodiments, system 100 can utilize a monochromatic source rather than a

broadband source. In such cases, a low coherence length system can be produced by

utilizing spatial coherence phenomena related to, e.g., the range of angles of incidence of

light illuminating the measurement surface. For example, high NA imaging can be used to

image a pupil plane of the system to the detector. In this way, different locations on the

detector correspond to different angles of incidence of the measurement light on the

measurement surface. No dispersive element is necessary as dispersal of the combined beam

into different wavevectors is performed by the imaging optics. In some embodiments, the

NA of the imaging systems can be about 0.15 or more (e.g., about 0.2 or more, about 0.3 or

more, about 0.4 or more).
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In certain embodiments, system 100 can include both a broadband source and high

NA imaging.

Interferometry system 100 utilizes free space optics to direct light from source 110 to

detector 150. However, configurations that utilize one or more waveguides can also be used.

For example, FIG. 6 shows interferometry system 200 which includes single mode fiber

arrays to create and collect measurement beams. Specifically, interferometry system 200

includes a broadband light source 210, and a lens 212, which is configured to couple light

from source 210 into a fiber beamsplitter 214. Fiber beamsplitter 214 splits the light into

measurement light and reference light. The measurement light is directed through a fiber to

another fiber beamsplitter 216, which directs the measurement light along multiple fibers that

form a collimated fiber array 202. Fiber array 202 is position to illuminate a measurement

object 201 with measurement light at a grazing angle of incidence. Light reflected from

measurement object 201 is coupled into another collimated fiber array 204, which guides the

light along fibers to beam combiners 222, 224, and 226. These beam combiners combine the

measurement light with corresponding reference light that is directed via beamsplitter 214

and another beamsplitter 218 along a series of fibers. A further collimated fiber array 206

illuminates a prism 230 with the combined light. Prism 230 spectrally disperses the

combined light onto a multi-element detector 240. Analysis of the detected intensity pattern

proceeds as described previously in connection with system 100.

Among other benefits, interferometry system 200 can allow for greater flexibility in

the location of the various components of the instrument relative to configurations that utilize

exclusively free space optics..

Systems 100 and 200 are examples of grazing-incidence interferometry systems.

More generally, embodiments can include interferometry systems that are not grazing-

incidence interferometry systems. For example, referring to FIG. 7, a interferometry system

700 is configured as a Michelson interferometer which directs measurement light to a

measurement object 750 at a normal angle of incidence. Interferometry system 700 includes

a broadband light source 710, a collimating lens 720, and a beamsplitter 730 that splits a

collimated input beam into measurement beam and a reference beam. The measurement

beam reflects from measurement object 750, while the reference beam reflects from a

reference object. The reflected beams are recombined at beamsplitter 730 and directed
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through a transmission grating 760 and a focusing lens 770 onto a multi-element detector

780. The OPD between the reference and measurement beams is 2ZQ. The spectrally

decomposed light detected at detector 780 can be analyzed as discussed previously.

Any of the analysis methods described above can be implemented in computer

hardware or software, or a combination of both. The methods can be implemented in

computer programs using standard programming techniques following the method and

figures described herein. Program code is applied to input data to perform the functions

described herein and generate output information. The output information is applied to one

or more output devices such as a display monitor. Each program may be implemented in a

high level procedural or object oriented programming language to communicate with a

computer system. However, the programs can be implemented in assembly or machine

language, if desired. In any case, the language can be a compiled or interpreted language.

Moreover, the program can run on dedicated integrated circuits preprogrammed for that

purpose.

Each such computer program is preferably stored on a storage medium or device

(e.g., ROM or magnetic diskette) readable by a general or special purpose programmable

computer, for configuring and operating the computer when the storage media or device is

read by the computer to perform the procedures described herein. The computer program

can also reside in cache or main memory during program execution. The analysis method

can also be implemented as a computer-readable storage medium, configured with a

computer program, where the storage medium so configured causes a computer to operate in

a specific and predefined manner to perform the functions described herein.

The interferometry techniques described above may used for a variety of surface

analysis problems, such as analyzing simple thin films; multilayer thin films; sharp edges and

surface features that diffract or otherwise generate complex interference effects; unresolved

surface roughness; unresolved surface features, for example, a sub-wavelength width groove

on an otherwise smooth surface; dissimilar materials; polarization-dependent properties of

the surface; and deflections, vibrations or motions of the surface or deformable surface

features that result in incident-angle dependent perturbations of the interference

phenomenon. For the case of thin films, the variable parameter of interest may be the film

thickness, the refractive index of the film, the refractive index of the substrate, or some
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combination thereof. Exemplary applications including objects and devices exhibit such

features are discussed next.

In many microelectronics applications, photolithography is used to pattern a layer of

photoresist overlying a substrate, e.g., a silicon wafer. Referring to FIGs. 8A and 8B, an

object 30 includes a substrate, e.g., a wafer, 32 and an overlying layer, e.g., photoresist layer

34. Object 30 includes a plurality of interfaces as occur between materials of different

refractive index. For example, an object-surroundings interface 38 is defined where an outer

surface 39 of photoresist layer 34 contacts the environment surrounding object 30, e.g.,

liquid, air, other gas, or vacuum. A substrate-layer interface 36 is defined between a surface

35 of wafer 32 and a bottom surface 37 of photoresist layer 34. Surface 35 of the wafer may

include a plurality of patterned features 29. Some of these features have the same height as

adjacent portions of the substrate but a different refractive index. Other features may extend

upward or downward relative to adjacent portions of the substrate. Accordingly, interface 36

may exhibit a complex, varying topography underlying the outer surface of the photoresist.

A photolithography apparatus images a pattern onto the object. For example, the

pattern may correspond with elements of an electronic circuit (or the negative of the circuit).

After imaging, portions of the photoresist are removed revealing the substrate underlying the

removed photoresist. The revealed substrate can be etched, covered with deposited material,

or otherwise modified. Remaining photoresist protects other portions of the substrate from

such modification.

To increase manufacturing efficiencies, more than one device is sometimes prepared

from a single wafer. The devices may be the same or different. Each device requires that a

subset of the wafer be imaged with a pattern. In some cases, the pattern is sequentially

imaged onto different subsets. Sequential imaging can be performed for several reasons.

Optical aberrations can prevent achieving adequate pattern focus quality over larger areas of

the wafer. Even in the absence of optical aberrations, the spatial properties of the wafer and

photoresist may also prevent achieving adequate pattern focus over large areas of the wafer.

Aspects of the relationship between the spatial properties of the wafer/resist and focus quality

are discussed next.

Referring to back to FIG. 8B, object 30 is shown with a number N subsets 4Oj, each

smaller than a total area 4 1 the object to be imaged. Within each subset 4Oi, spatial property
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variations, e.g., height and slope variations of the wafer or photoresist, are typically smaller

than when taken over the total area 4 1. Nonetheless, the wafer or photoresist of different

subsets 40; typically have different heights and slopes. For example, layer 34 exhibits

thicknesses t 1 and ∆t2, which vary the height and slope of surface 39 (FIG. 8A). Thus, each

subset of the object may have a different spatial relationship with the photolithography

imager. The quality of focus is related to the spatial relationship, e.g., the distance between

the object and the photolithography imager. Bringing different subsets of the object into

proper focus may require relative repositioning of the object and imager. Because of the

object height and slope variations, proper subset focus cannot be achieved solely by

determining the position and orientation of the object with respect to a portion of the object

that is remote to the imaged subset, e.g., a side 43 of the object.

Proper focus can be achieved by determining a spatial property of an object within a

subset of the object to be imaged (or otherwise processed). Once the position of the subset

has been determined, the object (and/or a portion of the photolithography imager) can be

moved, e.g., translated, rotated, and/or tilted, to modify the position of the subset with respect

to a reference, e.g., a portion of the photolithography imager. The determination and

movement (if necessary) can be repeated for each subset to be imaged.

The determination of the spatial property of the subset can include determining a

position and/or height of one or more points of an outer surface of a thin layer of the object,

the one or more points lying within the subset of the object to be imaged. For example, the

position and orientation of the outer surface 39 of subset 4 O2 can be determined based upon

the positions of points 42i-423 within the subset. The determination of the spatial property of

the subset to be imaged can include using an interferometer to illuminate the subset with light

and detecting an interference signal including light reflected from the illuminated subset. In

some embodiments, a plurality of subsets are simultaneously imaged with light to obtain a

plurality of interference signals. Each interference signal is indicative of one or more spatial

properties of a subset. Thus, the interference signals can be used to prepare an image

indicative of the topography of the object over a plurality of the subsets. During

photolithography of the subsets, the wafer is positioned based upon the topography of the

individual subsets as determined from the plurality of interference signals. Hence, each

subset can be positioned for optimum focus with respect to the photolithography apparatus.
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Detecting an interference signal from each subset of an object to be imaged can

include detecting light reflected from the subset and reference light over an OPD range that is

at least as large as a coherence length of the detected light. For example, the light may be

detected at least over its coherence length. In some embodiments, the interferometer is

configured so that the light reflected from the illuminated subset is dominated by light

reflected from either an outer interface (such as outer surface 39) or an inner interface (such

as interface 36). In some embodiments, a spatial property of an object is deteπnined based

on only a portion of the interference signal. For example, if the interference signal includes

two or more overlapping interference patterns, a spatial property of the object can be

determined based upon a portion of one of the interference patterns that is dominated by

contributions from a single interface of the object.

In some embodiments, the techniques disclosed herein can be used to characterize

copper interconnect structures, e.g., in conjunction with chemical mechanical polishing of the

structures. It is becoming common among chip makers to use the so-called "dual damascene

copper" process to fabricate electrical interconnects between different parts of a chip. This is

an example of a process which may be effectively characterized using a suitable surface ,

topography system. The dual damascene process may be considered to have six parts: (1) an

interlayer dielectric (ILD) deposition, in which a layer of dielectric material (such as a

polymer, or glass) is deposited onto the surface of a wafer (containing a plurality of

individual chips); (2) chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), in which the dielectric layer is

polished so as to create a smooth surface, suitable for precision optical lithography, (3) a

combination of lithographic patterning and reactive ion etching steps, in which a complex

network is created comprising narrow trenches running parallel to the wafer surface and

small vias running from the bottom of the trenches to a lower (previously defined)

electrically conducting layer, (4) a combination of metal deposition steps which result in the

deposition of copper trenches and vias, (5) a dielectric deposition step in which a dielectric is

applied over the copper trenches and vias, and (6) a final CMP step in which the excess

copper is removed, leaving a network of copper filled trenches (and possibly vias)

surrounded by dielectric material.

Referring to FIG. 9A, a device 500 is exemplary of the a film structure resulting from

the deposition of a dielectric 504 over copper features 502 deposited on a substrate 501. The
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dielectric 504 has a non-uniform outer surface 506 exhibiting height variations therealong.

Interference signals obtained from device 500 can include interference patterns resulting

from surface 506, an interface 508 between copper features 502 and dielectric 504, and an

interface 510 between substrate 501 and dielectric 504. The device 500 may include a

plurality of other features that also generate interference patterns.

Referring to FIG. 9B, a device 500' illustrates the state of device 500 after the final

CMP step. The upper surface 506 has been planarized to a surface 506', and interface 508

may now be exposed to the surroundings. Interface 510 at the substrate surface remains

intact. Device performance and uniformity depends critically on monitoring the

planarization of surface 504. It is important to appreciate that the polishing rate, and therefore

the remaining copper (and dielectric) thickness after polishing, depends strongly and in a

complex manner on the polishing conditions (such as the pad pressure and polishing slurry

composition), as well as on the local detailed arrangement (i.e., orientation, proximity and

shape) of copper and surrounding dielectric regions. Hence, portions of surface 506 over

copper elements 502 may etch at different rates than other portions of surface 506.

Additionally, once interface 508 of copper elements 502 is exposed, the dielectric and copper

elements may exhibit different etch rates.

This "position dependent polishing rate" is known to give rise to variable surface

topography on many lateral length scales. For example, it may mean that chips located

closer to the edge of a wafer on aggregate are polished more rapidly than those located close

to the center, creating copper regions which are thinner than desired near the edges, and

thicker than desired at the center. This is an example of a "wafer scale" process

nonuniformity-- i.e., one occurring on length scale comparable to the wafer diameter. It is

also known that regions which have a high density of copper trenches polish at a higher rate

than nearby regions with low copper line densities. This leads to a phenomenon known as

"CMP induced erosion" in the high copper density regions. This is an example of a "chip

scale" process non-uniformity—i.e., one occurring on a length scale comparable to (and

sometimes much less than) the linear dimensions of a single chip. Another type of chip scale

nonuniformity, known as "dishing", occurs within single copper filled trench regions (which

tend to polish at a higher rate than the surrounding dielectric material). For trenches greater
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than a few microns in width dishing may become severe with the result that affected lines

later exhibit excessive electrical resistance, leading to a chip failure.

CMP induced wafer and chip scale process nonuniformities are inherently difficult to

predict, and they are subject to change over time as conditions within the CMP processing

system evolve. To effectively monitor, and suitably adjust the process conditions for the

purpose of ensuring that any nonuniformities remain within acceptable limits, it is important

for process engineers to make frequent non-contact surface topography measurements on

chips at a large number and wide variety of locations. This is possible using embodiments of

the interferometry methods and systems described above.

In some embodiments one or more spatial properties, e.g., the topography of surface

506 and/or the thickness of dielectric 504, are monitored by obtaining low coherence

interference signals from the structure before and/or during CMP. Based on the spatial

properties, the polishing conditions can be changed to achieve the desired planar surface

506'. For example, the pad pressure, pad pressure distribution, polishing agent

characteristics, solvent composition and flow, and other conditions can be determined based

on the spatial properties. After some period of polishing, the spatial property can again be

determined and the polishing conditions changed as needed. The topography and/or

thickness is also indicative of the end-point at which, e.g., surface 504' is achieved. Thus, the

low coherence interference signals can be used to avoid depressions caused by over polishing

different regions of the object. The low coherence interference methods and systems are

advantageous in this respect because spatial properties of the device, e.g., the relative heights

of the surface of the dielectric (a) over copper elements 502 and (b) over substrate surface

510 but adjacent copper elements 502 can be determined even in the presence of the multiple

interfaces.

In certain embodiments, the techniques disclosed herein can be used to monitor

surfaces during solder bump processing. Referring to FIGs. 1OA and 1OB, a structure 550 is

exemplary of a structure produced during solder bump processing. Structure 550 includes a

substrate 551, regions 502 non-wettable by solder, and a region 503 wettable by solder.

Regions 502 have an outer surface 507. Region 503 has an outer surface 509. Accordingly,

an interface 505 is formed between regions 502 and substrate 501 .
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During processing a mass of solder 504 is positioned in contact with wettable region

503. Upon flowing the solder, the solder forms a secure contact with the wettable region

503. Adjacent non-wettable regions 502 act like a dam preventing the flowed solder from

undesirable migration about the structure. It is desirable to know spatial properties of the

structure including the relative heights of surfaces 507, 509 and the dimensions of solder 504

relative to surface 502. As can be determined from other discussions herein, structure 550

includes a plurality of interfaces that may each result in an interference pattern. Overlap

between the interference patterns prevents accurate determinate of the spatial properties

using known interference techniques. Application of the systems and methods discussed

herein allow the spatial properties to be determined.

Spatial information determined from structure 550 can be used to change

manufacturing conditions, such as deposition times for layers 502,503 and the amount of

solder 504 used per area of region 503. Additionally, heating conditions used to flow the

solder can also be changed based on the spatial properties to achieve adequate flow and or

prevent migration of the solder.

The techniques disclosed herein can also be used to determine spatial information of

one or more surfaces of a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panel during its fabrication.

Referring to FIG. 11, a passive matrix LCD 450, for example, is composed of several layers.

The main parts are two glass plates 452,453 connected by seals 454. A polarizer 456 is

applied to the front glass plate 453 in order to polarize incoming light in a single direction.

The polarized light passes through the front glass plate 453. An Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)

layer 458 is used as an electrode. A passivation layer 460, sometimes called hard coat layer,

based on SiOx is coated over the ITO 458 to electrically insulate the surface. Polyimide 462

is printed over the passivation layer 460 to align the liquid crystal fluid 464. The liquid

crystal fluid is sensitive to electric fields and changes orientation when an electric field is

applied. The liquid crystal is also optically active and rotates the polarization direction of the

incoming light. The cell gap ∆g, i.e., thickness of the liquid crystal layer 464, is determined

by spacers 466, which keep the two glass plates 452,453 at a fixed distance. When there is

no electric potential from the front plate 453 to the rear plate 452, the polarized light is

rotated 9O.degree. as it passes through the liquid crystal layer 464. When an electric potential

is applied from one plate to the other plate the light is not rotated. After the light has passed
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through the liquid crystal layer 464, it passes through another polyimide layer 468, another

hard coat layer 470, a rear ITO electrode 472, and the rear glass plate 452. Upon reaching a

rear polarizer 474, the light either transmitted through or absorbed, depending on whether or

not it has been rotated 90°. The cell 450 may include filters 476 or other colorizing elements

to provide a color display.

The cell gap ∆g determines to a great extent the optoelectrical properties of the LCD,

e.g., the contrast ratio and brightness. Cell gap control during manufacturing is critical to

obtaining uniform, quality displays. The actual cell gap may differ from the dimensions of

spacers 466 because, during assembly, pressure or vacuum is applied to introduce the liquid

crystal medium, seals 454 cure and may change dimensions, and the added liquid crystal

medium generates capillary forces between plates 452,453. Both before and after adding the

liquid crystal medium 464, surfaces 480,482 of plates 452,453 reflect light that results in an

interference pattern indicative of the cell gap ∆g. The low coherence nature of the

interference signal either itself or in combination with the described interference signal

processing techniques can be used to monitor properties of the cell including the cell gap ∆g

during manufacture even in the presence of interfaces formed by other layers of the cell.

An exemplary method can include obtaining a low coherence interference signal

including interference patterns indicative of the cell gap ∆g prior to adding layer 464. The

cell gap (or other spatial property of the cell) is determined from the interference patterns and

can be compared to a specified value. Manufacturing conditions, e.g., a pressure or vacuum

applied to plates 452,453 can be changed to modify the cell gap ∆g if a difference between

the specified value and the determined cell gap exceeds tolerances. This process can be

repeated until achieving the desired cell gap. Liquid crystal medium is then introduced into

the cell. The amount of liquid crystal medium to be added can be determined from the

measured spatial property of the cell. This can avoid over- or underfilling the cell. The

filling process can also be monitored by observing interference signals from the surfaces

480,482. Once the cell has been filed, additional low coherence interference patterns are

obtained to monitor the cell gap ∆g (or other spatial property). Again, the manufacturing

conditions can be changed so that the cell gap is maintained or brought within tolerances.

In some embodiments, the techniques described herein can be implemented in

manufacturing that involve laser scribing and cutting. For example, lasers can be used to
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scribe objects in preparation for separating different, concurrently manufactured structures,

e.g., microelectronics structures. The quality of separation is related to the scribing

conditions, e.g., laser focus size, laser power, translation rate of the object, and scribe depth.

Because the density of features of the structure may be large, the scribe lines may be adjacent

thin film or layers of the structures. Interfaces associated with the thin film or layers may

create interference patterns that appear when interferometry is used to determine the scribe

depth. The techniques described herein can be used to determine the scribe depth even in the

presence of such adjacent films or layers. /

An exemplary method can include scribing one or more electronic structures and

separating the structures along the scribe lines. Before and/or after separation, low coherence

interference signals can be used to determine the depth of scribe. Other scribing conditions

are known, e.g., laser spot size, laser power, translation rate. The scribe depth can be

determined from the interference signals. The quality of separation as a function of the

scribing conditions, including the scribe depth, can be determined by evaluating the separated

structures. Based on such determinations, the scribing conditions necessary to achieve a

desired separation quality can be determined. During continued manufacturing, low

coherence interference signals can be obtained from scribed regions to monitor the process.

Scribing conditions can be changed to maintain or bring the scribe properties within

tolerances.

Other embodiments are in the claims.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method, comprising:

directing measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface;

5 combining the reflected measurement light with reference light, wherein the

measurement light and reference light are derived from a common source, and there is a non¬

zero optical path length difference between the measurement light and reference light that is

greater than a coherence length of the measurement light;

spectrally dispersing the combined light onto a multi-element detector to detect a

o spatially-varying intensity pattern;

determining spatial information about the measurement surface based on the

spatially-varying intensity pattern; and

outputting the spatial information.

5 2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the spatial information

comprises performing a spatial-frequency transform of the spatially- varying intensity pattern

and spatial information is determined based on the spatial-frequency transform.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the spatial-frequency transform provides a

0 corresponding interference signal for each of a number of points of the measurement surface

and determining the spatial information comprises analyzing a portion of each interference

signal corresponding to a non-zero optical path length difference between the measurement

light and reference light.

5 4. The method of claim 2, wherein the spatial-frequency transform is performed

for each of a plurality of one-dimensional sections of the spatially- varying intensity pattern to

provide a corresponding interference signal for each section.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein each interference signal is related to an

0 optical path length difference between the reference light and measurement light reflected
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from a point on a line on the measurement surface corresponding to the section of the

spatially-varying intensity pattern from which the interference signal is derived.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the spatial frequency transform is a Fourier

transform.

7. The method of claim .1, wherein the spatial information is information about a

line of points on the measurement surface where measurement light reflected from the line of

points is directed to a corresponding line of elements of the multi-element detector extending

along a first dimension of the detector.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the measurement light reflected from each

point on the line of points is spectrally dispersed across a corresponding line of elements of

the multi-element detector extending along a second dimension of the detector.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the position of each detector element along

the second dimension of the detector corresponds to a wavenumber of the measurement light.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein determining the spatial information

comprises performing a spatial-frequency transform for each point by transforming an

intensity profile from the corresponding line of elements of the multi-element detector to

produce an interference signal.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the interference signal for each point

includes infoπnation about the optical path length difference between measurement light

reflected from the point and the reference light combined with the measurement light

reflected from the point.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the spatial infoπnation is determined by

analyzing the interference signal for each point to determine surface height variations along

the line of points on the measurement surface.
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13. The method of claim 12, wherein the measurement surface is on a

measurement object comprising a thin film on a substrate, and wherein analyzing the

interference signal for each point on the line comprises selecting a subset of the interference

signal corresponding to the top surface of the thin film and analyzing the subset to determine

a relative surface height for each point of the top surface of the thin film along the line.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement light has a coherence length

that is less than the non-zero optical path length difference between the measurement light

and the reference light.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the measurement light is broadband

measurement light.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement light is directed to reflect

from the measurement surface at a grazing angle of incidence.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement light is directed to reflect

from the measurement surface at an angle of incidence of about 60° or more.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement surface is on a measurement

object comprising a thin film on a substrate.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the spatial infonnation corresponds to a

relative height profile for a surface of the thin film opposite the substrate.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the spatial infonnation corresponds to a

relative height profile of a surface of the thin film adjacent the substrate.

2 1. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement light is in the visible region

of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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22. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement light is outside the visible

region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

5 23. The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement light has a spectral

bandwidth of about 50 nm or more.

24. A method, comprising:

directing measurement light to reflect from a measurement surface;

o combining the reflected measurement light with reference light, wherein the

measurement light and reference light are derived from a common source;

spectrally dispersing the combined light onto a multi-element detector to detect a

spatially-varying intensity pattern;

performing a spatial-frequency transform of the spatially-varying intensity pattern;

5 determining spatial information about the measurement surface based on the spatial-

frequency transform; and

outputting the spatial information.

25. A system, comprising:

0 a light source being configured to produce input light during operation of the system;

a multi-element detector; '

an interferometer configured to derive measurement light and reference light from the

input light, illuminate a section of a measurement surface with the measurement light,

combine the reference light with the measurement light reflected the measurement surface,

5 and direct the combined light onto the detector to provide a spatially-varying intensity pattern

on the detector elements, wherein the input light has a finite coherence length and the

interferometer introduces an optical path length difference between the measurement light

and the reference light that is greater than the coherence length of the input light; and

an electronic processor in communication with the detector, the electronic processor

0 being configured to determine spatial information about the measurement surface based on

the spatially-varying intensity pattern.
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26. The system of claim 25, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

perform a spatial-frequency transform of the spatially-varying intensity pattern and to

deteπnine the spatial information about the measurement surface based on the spatial-

frequency transform.

27. The system of claim 25, wherein the light source is a broadband light source.

28. The system of claim 25, wherein the light source is a spatially-extended light

source.

29. The system of claim 25, wherein the interferometer comprises optical

elements configured to image the light source to the detector.

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the optical elements image the light source to

the measurement surface and reimage the light source from the measurement surface to the

detector.

31. The system of claim 29, wherein the interferometer is configured to preserve a

relative orientation of the images of the light source at the detector formed by the

measurement light and reference light, respectively.

32. The system of claim 25, wherein the multi-element detector comprises a two-

dimensional array of detector elements and the dispersive optical element is configured to

spectrally disperse the combined light along one of the array dimensions.

33. The system of claim 25, wherein the dispersive optical element comprises a

grating.

34. The system of claim 25, wherein the dispersive optical element comprises a

prism.
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35. The system of claim 25, wherein the interferometer directs the measurement

light to the measurement surface at a grazing angle of incidence.

36. The system of claim 25, wherein the interferometer comprises a beam splitter

positioned to separate the input light into the test and reference light.

37. The system of claim 36, wherein the interferometer comprises multiple

mirrors positioned to reflect the reference light after separating it from the input light and

before combining it with the measurement light.

38. The system of claim 25, wherein the interferometer is configured to direct the

measurement light to the measurement surface from the side of the measurement surface, and

wherein the system further comprises a photolithography tool configured to expose the

measurement surface to radiation.

39. The system of claim 38, further comprising an alignment microscope for

positioning the measurement surface relative to the photolithography tool.

40. The system of claim 38, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

cause an adjustment of the angular orientation of the measurement surface relative to the

photolithography tool based on the spatial information.

4 1. The system of claim 25, wherein the interferometer comprises a fiber array

positioned to direct the measurement light to the measurement surface by a fiber array.

42. The system of claim 41, wherein the interferometer further comprises a

second fiber array positioned to combine the measurement light and reference light.
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43. The system of claim 25, wherein the interferometer and electronic processor

are configured to repeat the analysis for additional locations of the measurement surface to

determine spatial information about different portions of the measurement surface.
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